
FEATURES BENEFITS

Outstanding wireless range Stay seamlessly connected up to 150m/490ft away from your laptop, 
while the compact USB DECT adapter also makes it easy to move 
about with your laptop during calls.

DECT wireless security Engage 55 is DECT Security certified beyond the DECT Security Step C 
level with additional FIPS military-grade 256-bit encryption algorithms, 
to make sure your conversations stay private.

Professional-grade 
conversations

An impressive noise cancelling microphone helps block out background 
noise and keeps you sounding professional. The speakers are optimized 
for speech clarity, while wideband audio delivers crisp, crystal clear, 
natural-sounding calls.

Easy USB connectivity Just plug the pre-paired Link 400 adapter into your laptop and
you’re good to go. With this easy-to-use, single-connectivity
headset, you’re never more than a few seconds away from your
first call.

Lightweight comfort Engage 55 is lightweight and engineered to feel non-clamping,
avoiding discomfort and heat build-up. This means you can rely on 
your headset to help you stay cool and comfortable all day.

Certifications Works with leading UC and contact center platforms and is also 
available in a Microsoft Teams-certified variant for seamless 
collaboration.

USB-A

USB-C

Stay seamlessly 
connected for up  
to 150m/490ft

Signal to others that 
you’re on a call to 
prevent interruptions

DECT Security 
Step level C keeps 
your conversations 
private

Cancel background 
noise to sound 
professional

SafeTone™ 2.0 
maintains comfortable 
audio levels keeping 
your ears safe 

Lightweight to keep 
you comfortable all 
day
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The bendable, pre-
paired Link 400 DECT 
adapter delivers flexible 
and durable connectivity

*Refer to Jabra.com/commercial-claims 
1 This product works with devices capable of running the latest version of ChromeOS and has been certified to meet Google’s compatibility standards. Google is not responsible for the operation of this product or its compliance with safety requirements. 
Chromebook, Google Meet and the Works With Chromebook badge are trademarks of Google LLC..

ENGAGE 55
Portable. Productive. Professional.
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ENGAGE 55

Professional-sounding 
conversations.  
Wherever you work.
From the world’s leading professional  
audio brand for work & life*
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